Thank you for considering donating your vehicle to Pathways! To help you with this transaction we have partnered with a vehicle donation program called V-Dac.

You may donate your vehicle by telephone or online. The detailed instructions are below.

If you have any additional questions please call Karen Krueger, Director of Development, at 408 773 4101.

BY PHONE - Call 1-877-999-8322

Explain that you are donating your vehicle to “Hospice, Pathways Home Health and Hospice Foundation.” (These exact words are important so they can locate our organization.)

ONLINE

Go to V-Dac website www.v-dac.com
Select Find a Non-Profit to Support and follow the steps.

Please remember

- to refer to us as: "Hospice, Pathways Home Health and Hospice"
- our address: 585 North Mary Avenue
  Sunnyvale, CA  94085
- our tax ID: #94-2823240

FACT SHEET

Vehicle Facts

Virtually any vehicle will be accepted and it does not have to be located in the Bay Area. V-Dac accepts almost any kind of vehicle: cars, trucks, motor cycles, trucks, motorcycles, RV’s, boats, airplanes, heavy equipment, farm machinery, etc. The vehicle does not have to be working order and no smog certificate is necessary. You need to know model, type, color, year, mileage, and the name(s) on the title.

You need the original title. If you don’t have it, you can call 1-877-999-8322 to see if they can proceed with the donation or if you need to apply for a new title at DMV. V-Dac will be able to help you with any title issues or questions.

$$ Facts

Pathways receives 70-75% of profits after average costs of $150. The percentage of proceeds received depends on value of the vehicle being donated.

Tax Facts

Donors are entitled to receive a tax deduction equal to the sales price of the vehicle, if they itemize their deductions. If the vehicle sold for less than $500, donors can deduct the “fair market value” up to $500. Donors will receive a tax receipt or IRS Form 1098C stating proceeds from the vehicle sale within 30 days of the transaction. Pathways gives no tax advice. It is solely the donor’s responsibility to report vehicle value and tax status. For more information about tax deduction for vehicle donation, the IRS provides “A Donor's Guide to Car Donations”